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          THE COURT:  Please be seated.  All right.  Who is1

going to proceed first?2

          MR. PEREZ:  Good morning, Your Honor.  Alfredo Perez. 3

We’re here today on the final arguments on the debtors’4

objection to the excise tax claim filed by the Internal Revenue5

Service.  Your Honor, I have -- had I been technologically6

astute, I would have had a slide presentation, but in lieu of7

that, I have some slides that are, basically, going to track my8

argument.9

          THE COURT:  All right.  You may hand it up.  Thank10

you.11

          MR. PEREZ:  And, Your Honor, I provided a copy of the12

slides to counsel for the government.  Your Honor, really,13

we’re only here -- there’s one issue, and I know the Court has14

gotten a lot of briefing, and we had a full day trial, but15

there’s really only one issue in this case, and that is, you16

know, whether the debtors are required to pay the excise tax on17

the -- on the COBRA services that they purchased from the18

ILECs, it’s a straightforward issue.  There’s just -- that’s19

the one issue before the Court.20

So, the first place we have to start, Your Honor, is21

what does the statute say, and the statute, Your Honor, it’s22

Section -- Title 26 USC 4251, and it says that the taxes23

imposed on the amount paid for communication services, and the24

tax shall be paid by the person paying for such services.  And,25

3
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further on, again, in Section 4251, it defines communication1

services to mean one of three things, either local telephone2

service, a toll telephone service, or a teletypewriter exchange3

service.  And, Your Honor, in our circumstance, the -- where4

we’re focusing in is on local telephone service.  I don’t5

believe there’s been any allegation that we have a toll6

telephone service, or a teletypewriter exchange service.7

So, then you go to the next provision of the statute,8

which is Section 4252, and 4252(a) defines what local telephone9

service means.  And local telephone service -- it’s not a10

lengthy definition, but it has several components.  You have to11

have the privilege of telephonic quality communication, with12

substantially all persons having telephone or radio telephone13

stations constituting part of the local telephone system, and14

then it taxes any facility or service provided in connection15

with the local telephone service.  And then further on, in the16

definition, but still part of 4252(a) is -- it says that local17

telephone service does not mean any service, which is a private18

communication service.19

Now, for the first time in the findings of fact and20

conclusions of law, the government alleged that we had somehow21

waived that, Your Honor, and I’ll address that at the22

appropriate time.  But, it’s not the case.  It’s been in the23

case since the beginning. 24

So, going back to -- this statute was passed in 1965. 25
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The way it was enacted was, it raised the tax a little bit, but1

then the tax was going to be -- was supposed to be phased out. 2

There’s never been, to my knowledge, any regulations3

promulgated under that statute that’s now 41 years old.  So,4

what was the IRS’s position in 1970?  In the Agron case, Your5

Honor, which was decided -- which is a District Court opinion6

from Illinois 1970, the IRS agreed that the local telephone7

service in Section 4252(a) is to be given its commonly accepted8

and understood meaning, the right to use a telephone, which is9

part of a telephone system, and to communicate thereby with10

other persons having telephones, which are part of the system. 11

That’s the crux -- that’s what the statute covers.  It’s a 196512

statute that’s never been touched.13

What’s the IRS’s position today?  Your Honor, in14

their surreply they basically say a traditional telephone is15

irrelevant to their excise tax analysis.  Also, further in16

their surreply, not in here, it says the absence of a17

traditional phone in the COBRA system is neither relevant, nor18

material to the excise tax analysis.  Your Honor, we think19

that’s, simply, not the case.  You know, although the Internal20

Revenue Service may want to rewrite the statute to include21

things that were not included in ‘65, and were not contemplated22

in ‘65, that task lies with Congress, Your Honor, not with this23

Court.24

Before I start talking about the facts that were25
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proven at the trial, and the law, I wanted to go over the1

statutory -- how to look at the statute, and we need to start2

with the statute, and these are well-settled principles.  I3

don’t think there’s any dispute.  But, obviously, you know,4

when you read a statute, you presume that the legislature says5

what it means, and that -- and means in the statute what it6

says there.  The analysis begins and ends, generally, with the7

language of the statute.  If the statute is ambiguous, the8

words are to be given their plain and ordinary meaning.  In a9

situation where the statute says -- uses the term means, that10

meaning excludes anything that’s not stated there, and we have11

that in 4252(a).12

If a federal tax is involved, Your Honor, the13

language used by the legislature should not be extended by14

implication, to reach other matters, and many cases say that if15

there’s any doubt regarding the construction of the tax16

statute, it should be resolved in favor of the taxpayer.17

Probably the most -- the two most instructive cases18

is an old Supreme Court case, and a relatively recent case from19

this district -- a District Court case.  In the Supreme Court20

case, Your Honor, which involved the sale -- involved a tax on21

the sale of tickets to sporting events and theatrical events,22

et cetera, the Supreme Court said, what the government asks is23

not a construction of a statute, but, in effect, the24

enlargement of it by this Court, so that what was omitted may25
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be included within its scope.  To supply omissions transcends1

the judicial function.  And then Judge Koeltl, and I’m not sure2

I’m pronouncing that correctly, in a 2004 opinion, in essence,3

reiterated the reservations and, unilaterally, rejected the4

IRS’s attempt to expand the definition of toll service, and5

toll service, Your Honor, is the one that falls under 4252(b),6

not (a), the one that we’re under, but I think the same concept7

applies.  In that case he said, this case does not even involve8

a drafting error.  It involves a disconnect between a forty-9

year old tax scheme and the recent innovations in the10

telecommunications industry.  It is, plainly, Congress’s11

responsibility to decide whether to revise the statute to12

accommodate those developments.13

So, Your Honor, going back to the elements of the tax14

-- go back to our stool, that stool has four legs.  One is the15

privilege, the other one is the quality of telephonic -- the16

telephonic quality voice communications, with substantially all17

persons having a telephone, and -- and then, regardless of18

that, even if it -- even if you don’t -- any of those don’t19

fall, then that is not a private communication.  And the way20

the statute is written, you have to have each one of those21

elements in order for there to be a tax.  So, if any of the22

element falls, there -- there is no tax. 23

And then, perhaps, the biggest disagreement between24

the government and the debtors is who -- how do you look at the25
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statute?  From whose perspective?  If you go to Slide 10, Your1

Honor, it’s our view, and I think it’s the correct view, that2

you look at the statute from the standpoint of the purchaser of3

the services, because 4251 says that the taxes imposed on this4

section shall be paid by the person paying for those services.5

What is COBRA service?  And what did the debtors6

purchase?  I think Mr. Anderson, the expert witness, was very7

clear, that the COBRA service aggregates dial-up data, and puts8

it into an internet protocol, and hands it off to MCI as high-9

speed datastream.  It is a high-speed data IP or TCP IP, which10

is basically known as internet data.  And we have here Exhibit11

Number 2, which was introduced at the trial, which shows it.12

So, what’s the difference between telephone service,13

and COBRA service?  If you look at the next slide, Your Honor,14

Number 12, when you have the dial-up user, the dial-up user15

uses regular telephone service.  That telephone service goes on16

a TDM protocol, with TDM switches, and it purchases that phone17

line from the LECs.18

The COBRA service, Your Honor, which is at the very19

other end of that, with the arrow, it’s not a telephone line. 20

It’s got internet protocol.  There’s no dial tone.  It’s a21

high-speed data line that you can’t use a phone with, and it’s22

not capable of originating or receiving calls from people in23

the local telephone system.24

With COBRA service, Your Honor, it’s impossible to25
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plug in a telephone.  It’s impossible to make a telephone call. 1

It’s impossible to receive a telephone call.  And it’s2

impossible to talk to people having telephone -- I think the --3

I think that the evidence on that was undisputed, Your Honor. 4

Additionally,  in Slide 15, the reorganized debtors did not5

have the right to reconfigure the COBRA services to make it6

into a telephone service.  Under the contracts with the LECs,7

the egress port of the NAS was where they connected.  They had8

no authority.  MCI had no authority to make any physical9

modifications to the COBRA equipment.  As Mr. Anderson10

testified, it was behind the central office’s locked doors. 11

And even Dr. Hills agreed that if you replace the NAS with some12

other type of equipment, such as  PBX, you wouldn’t -- you13

wouldn’t be purchasing COBRA services anymore.  It would be14

some other service that might come along.15

You have to have -- the fact that you have the right16

to purchase another service, the fact that you have the right17

to go out and buy something else, that doesn’t make it a18

service that’s covered under 4252.  The right to purchase19

something doesn’t make it a telecommunications service, because20

the excise tax is only payable on the amounts paid for the21

communications service, not for the right to do something else. 22

The excise tax, Your Honor, should not be imposed on services23

that could have been purchased, when, in fact, they weren’t24

purchased.25
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Your Honor, again, I think the testimony on whether1

the COBRA service is capable of telephonic communications, I2

think that’s largely undisputed.  Dr. Hills says that the3

definition of telephonic quality communications is a set of4

characteristics to allow a pair of people to be able to conduct5

a conversation to hear each other satisfactory.  And, Mr.6

Anderson testified, again, largely uncontroverted, that7

although you might have a telephone quality path, that in order8

to conduct a telephonic -- that you need more than that in9

order to conduct a telephonic quality conversation.  And that10

having a telephonic quality path, versus having a telephonic11

quality communications are two different things, and they’re12

not equivalent.  There are technical differences.  You have to13

have 64 kilobytes of digitized data.  The COBRA platform was14

low speed, and wasn’t, itself, capable of carrying voice.  It15

was technologically impossible to do it, because it would be,16

in essence, noise.17

And, if you compare that to telephone service, Your18

Honor, telephone service is -- the subscriber gets a dial tone. 19

It has the ability to plug in a jack, and that’s very different20

then getting a high-speed data line, which allows for internet21

protocols.22

Additionally, Your Honor, you didn’t have23

communications with people having telephones and, Your Honor, I24

realize that all of these, in essence, are part of the same25
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thing, in that they all, in essence, support each other.  I1

mean, not having telephonic quality communications is, in2

essence, results in not being able to communicate with all the3

people that have telephones without the system.  Dr. Hills4

testified that the LECs did not design COBRA service for5

telephone users to dial up and access the COBRA system.  If the6

telephone user called the number with the COBRA service, he7

would hear that annoying screech.  And, but what MCI purchased8

did not allow them to make a phone call, to plug in a phone, to9

insert a jack, or to receive or make a phone call.10

So, what are the IRS’s arguments as to why this11

should be taxed?  And the IRS makes numerous arguments, but12

I’ll focus on five of those arguments.  And, the main thing the13

IRS does is it focuses on the portion of the diagram of Exhibit14

Number 2, showing the dial-up user.  Well, we’re at the other15

end.  What we get is at the other end of that diagram.  But,16

the first point is -- first argument is that the dial-up users17

have a voice quality path.  The second one is that COBRA18

service is provided in connection with the local telephone19

system, because, in essence, the dial-up users have a voice20

quality path, and they’re using their normal telephone line. 21

Third argument is that you can have computer to22

computer voice communications.23

Fourth argument is that the limitation on use of24

voice is a self-imposed limitation. 25
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And the fifth argument is that Section 4253 does not1

exempt voice -- I’m sorry, does not exempt data from the Act. 2

But, we believe that the law is, Your Honor, that where a3

service at issue does not offer the taxpayer the right to plug4

in a phone, and to communicate audibly with other persons5

having telephones that that service is not a local telephone6

service, -- and that the IRS -- and that the excise tax does7

not apply.  And, if you go -- in essence, dissect their8

arguments and they really rely on two cases, primarily, one is9

the Comdata case, and the other one is Revenue Ruling 79-245.10

But in Slide Number 23, the dial-up users -- whether11

the dial-up users have the right to use their telephone lines,12

in our estimation, Your Honor, is totally irrelevant to whether13

the reorganized debtors should be taxed, because 4251 talks14

about the person -- the services are taxed to the person paying15

for them, and that wasn’t the service that the reorganized16

debtors were receiving.  And there’s nothing in the statute, or17

in any case law that would impute the dial-up user’s right to18

use their telephones to a tax on MCI.  We weren’t paying for19

the dial-up user’s right to use their telephone.  That was --20

they paid that under their normal telephone bill.  And the21

Revenue Ruling 79-245, which they placed primary reliance on,22

in which they said modem to modem communication was subject to23

a tax, Your Honor, we think, is clearly distinguishable and, in24

fact, supports our position.25
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The next slide, Your Honor, 24, in essence, shows1

what happened and what the facts are in Revenue Ruling 79-245.2

What you had was you had a company that had -- that used a3

telephone line between two computer terminals and there was a4

dedicated telephone line.  They only used it between these two5

terminals.  The company took the position, with the IRS, that 6

-- that this was only designed for non-voice communication. 7

Therefore, they couldn’t do it.  The IRS said is, all you got8

to do is go unplug your computer, plug in a phone, and you’ve9

got a regular phone line.  There’s nothing different there. 10

There’s absolutely nothing different than a phone line.  I11

think the exact quote is, by plugging a regular telephone set,12

if it so chooses, it may exercise the privilege of telephonic13

voice communication with substantially all persons having14

telephones in the system.  That’s something simply that Your15

Honor that MCI, the reorganized debtors, could never have done. 16

They could have never come and plugged in a telephone at the17

egress port in the NAS and talked to the regular telephone18

system.19

COBRA service just simply doesn’t allow you to plug20

in a telephone and to talk to other people.  The service that21

we got was exactly how it was sold to us.  We didn’t do22

anything with it.  Here, what these -- what this company23

purchased was just a regular telephone.  They limited it to the24

computer communications, but there was no legal or contractual25
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prohibition from them just taking that out and plugging it in. 1

Next argument that they make, Your Honor is that the2

COBRA service is a facility used in connection with a local3

telephone system.  And this is a little bit of a misreading of4

the statute, but, in essence, what they’re saying is, and what5

4252(a) does not say is a facility or service provided in6

connection with a local telephone system, subject to taxation. 7

It doesn’t say that.  So, if -- that’s -- that would be an8

extremely broad reading that any facility or service provided9

in connection with the telephone system would be subject to10

taxation.11

What the statute says is, a facility or service12

provided in connection with a service described in one.  So,13

you got to have the service.  It’s not an independent ground. 14

You’ve got to have the service described in one, which is voice15

quality with all people having telephones, and having the16

privilege in order for it to be taxable.  So, purchasing the17

service as described in 4252(a)(1) is a condition precedent to18

liability under 4252(a)(2), and because we didn’t purchase19

those services, there’s no independent liability.20

Next argument, Your Honor, is that the COBRA service,21

and this is the argument that the government makes, is capable22

of computer to computer voice communications.  Your Honor, we23

don’t think it’s true.  I think Mr. Anderson’s testimony is,24

you can pass packets at low speed, and it will go to the other25
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end, but when it puts the packets back together to represent1

voice, there’s just not enough data there, really, to give you2

a clear voice.  Like I would say, you wouldn’t be able to3

understand it.  It would garbled or it would be noise.  But,4

regardless, Your Honor, we think that’s irrelevant whether you5

could put computer to computer voice communications.  The tax6

code requires that a person paying for local telephone service7

must have the privilege of telephonic quality communications,8

and there’s just simply no basis, nothing in the statute which9

says that the reorganized debtors have to pay a tax because10

third parties who subscribe to Skype or some other form of11

computer to computer voice communications would be able to12

talk.13

The statute requires that the privilege of telephonic14

quality communication would be -- with substantially all15

persons having telephones.  I think that’s right in the16

statute.  And, simply because you have a computer, and can talk17

to somebody having a computer, that knocks you out of -- with a18

person having -- all persons having telephones because you have19

to have a computer.20

Mr. Anderson testified that the traditional telephone21

setting is 99 percent of the cases.  So, that you can22

communicate with a computer is really irrelevant in that you’re23

talking about you have to be able to communicate with a phone. 24

And if Your Honor -- and if that weren’t enough, in each one of25
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these contracts, the LECs limited our ability to do anything1

other than carry this data.  And it would have been a breach of2

these contracts, and subject to terminating the service had --3

had MCI put VOIP over the circuits and in Trial Exhibit 29 DOJ4

Page 37, in one such example that we cited in there.5

The fourth argument made by the government is that we6

haven’t -- that we have erected self-imposed limitations in7

order to avoid using COBRA services for telephonic quality8

communications.  I’m kind of a little bit at odds with the rest9

of their arguments, but I think that’s just, simply, not the10

case.   We’re using the service as it was intended in Revenue11

Ruling 79-245, had they unplugged the computer, plugged the12

telephone in, the LECs providing it would have been fine.  It13

would have been using the service as it was intended.  There14

was no breach of contract.  There was no subject to15

termination.16

And, in our circumstance, we get the high-speed17

datastream.  We don’t own any of the equipment.  We don’t own18

any of the facilities.  We use the service exactly as it’s19

delivered.  No evidence that it was altered or modified, or20

that we could have altered or modified it.21

Their principle reliance on this -- for this22

argument, Your Honor, is on the Comdata decision and, again, we23

think Comdata supports our position and, in fact, is contrary24

to the position taken by the government.  Comdata -- in Comdata25
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you had -- again, in Comdata, you’re not talking about 4252(a),1

you’re talking about 4252(b), because it’s a toll service. 2

But, I think the same principles apply.  And there was -- the3

argument that Comdata made -- it was a WATS service.  The4

argument that Comdata made was that because it limited its5

workers to only communicating with their service center, that6

they couldn’t talk to, substantially, all the people in the --7

having telephones in the local telephone system.  Again, they8

could have clearly unplugged the computer, or unplugged that9

phone, put in another phone, and called whoever they wanted. 10

It would not have been a breach of their contract.  They have11

the WATS service.  The WATS service allowed them to call12

whoever they wanted.  It was a self-imposed limitation.  It13

wasn’t a limitation inherent in the service, but, in fact, had14

they done that, the LECs who provided the WATS line would not15

have been, in any way, shape or form, had reason to complain.16

COBRA service, again, is totally different.  We don’t17

have that ability.  If we wanted to plug a phone.  If we wanted18

to call somebody, we’re getting a high-speed datastream.  It’s19

just simply not possible.  The limitations are not limitations20

that are imposed by us.  We’re not limiting the uses of it.  We21

are -- we’re using it exactly as we bought it, and exactly as22

we intended.23

The fifth argument, Your Honor, is that the data24

services are not covered by the statutory exemptions in 4252 --25
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53, and 4253 exempts a person who buys one of the three taxable1

services and, in essence, exempts news organizations,2

servicemen in combat zone, the American Red Cross, non-profit3

hospital.4

4253 does not expand the definition of what taxable5

services are.  It, merely, exempts certain types of individuals6

and organizations from the service.  Your Honor, we’re not7

arguing that we’re exempt.  We’re not arguing that the use of a8

telephone line for data transmission, such as in 79-245 would9

be exempt.  We’re, simply, arguing that we don’t fall under10

4252(a), not that we have an exemption under 4253.11

In essence, Your Honor, Slide 34 summarizes what we12

believe are the differences between the two cases, or the two13

precedents cited by the government and our situation.  In both14

the Comdata case and in Revenue Ruling 79-245, you could have15

plugged in a phone at either end.  You could have made calls to16

anyone that would not have been a violation of any rule or any17

regulation, or any contract.  That service was capable of doing18

it, and both those circumstance the person purchasing the19

services, simply, chose to limit it the way they did.  We’re20

buying a high-speed datastream, and there’s no way that we21

could somehow use that high-speed datastream to do anything22

else.  The one revenue ruling that is relevant in this case,23

Your Honor, it’s shown on Slide 35, is Revenue Ruling 74-617,24

which talks about beeper service.  And beeper service you have25
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all -- anybody can call in.  It’s connected to the PSTN system. 1

Any dial-up user or, in this case, you know, home user could2

call in to call the beeper service and, in that case, the IRS3

said, that’s not taxable, because all they’re receiving is --4

and the intended use is to receive data.  In essence, the5

beeper tones with the telephone numbers.6

COBRA service, Your Honor, does not -- is not local7

telephone service that you have to have in order to be taxable. 8

It doesn’t have the capability of telephonic quality9

communications, with all persons having a telephone.  And,10

furthermore, Your Honor, we think that it’s a private11

communication service, which is, likewise, exempt from the tax. 12

The Court doesn’t have to reach this, because I don’t think --13

I think the three legs are already knocked out.  But, the IRS,14

in their findings of fact, indicated that we somehow had waived15

this argument.  Your Honor, nothing could be further from the16

truth.  We -- in our objection, stated that this was not a17

taxable communication service, under 4252(a).  Private18

communication -- the lack of private communication is one of19

the requirements of 4252(a).  Our argument has always been that20

it doesn’t fall within that definition under 4252(a).  One of21

the factual basis for that is that we had the exclusive use of22

the channels and that we were separately charged for that23

service, which is what you have to show as a factual matter in24

order to have private communications.  So, whether we had25
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exclusive use of the channel, and whether we received, you1

know, a separate charge, is a factual matter, Your Honor.  It’s2

not a legal argument.3

In our objection, on August 5th, 2004, we said that4

it did -- it wasn’t a taxable communication service.  In the5

declaration of John Anderson, which was dated November 1, 2005,6

in Paragraph 4 he says, “In my professional opinion, COBRA7

service provided by the LECs entitles MCI to exclusive or8

priority use of any communication, channel, or groups of9

channels, regardless of whether such channels may be connected10

through other switching to the PSTN.”11

In Paragraph 8, he says, “COBRA services provides MCI12

with exclusive use of any channels.  MCI has exclusive or13

priority use of such channels within the COBRA service.  MCI is14

separately charged by the Lex for the COBRA service.”15

And in his conclusion, he says, “COBRA service also16

provides MCI with exclusive or priority use of the channels,17

regardless of whether such channels may be connected to the18

LECs switches.”19

Ms. Gueron deposed Mr. Anderson on -- subsequent to20

that, on January 5th, two months later.  Questioned him about21

Paragraph 8, which specifically dealt with that.  In --22

subsequent to that, on January 26th, the IRS filed its23

surreply.  It had a full opportunity to brief it at that time.24

On January 31st, they filed their motion to exclude25
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Mr. Anderson’s testimony.  No reference to it.  And at the1

trial, at least three -- four different times during the2

opening statement, I referenced to the fact that these were3

private communication services.  Mr. Anderson was asked on it,4

on direct.  Mr. Anderson was asked on it on cross.  There’s,5

simply, no basis for the IRS’s contention -- the government’s6

contention that -- that this was brought up at the last minute.7

And, Your Honor, all of the cases that had been cited8

are, simply, inapposite.  The Carmoody case involved a Rule 599

motion after -- for a new trial after a jury verdict and,10

basically, the Court said, arguments raised, for the first11

time, in the reply brief, didn’t -- need not be considered. 12

And they referenced a Second Circuit case that if you failed to13

raise an issue in the initial brief it’s waived.  The Playboy14

Enterprises case that they cite, it’s a motion to supplement15

the record after remand from the Second Circuit and, basically,16

the Court says that it would be manifestly unfair to allow the17

movant to make a complex and, possibly, dispositive argument18

after Playboy’s opportunity to respond has passed.  Thereby19

silencing Playboy on the issues and depriving the Court of20

Playboy’s views.21

That’s, simply, not the case here, Your Honor.  It22

was raised many times with many opportunities to respond.  The23

Hughes case, Your Honor, it was a summary judgment case, and,24

again, the Court said, you can’t raise something for the first25
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time in the reply brief.1

And then the last case that the cited, the Morgan2

case involved a special rule in a deportation proceeding, where3

the basis to determine why an alien’s deportation is invalid,4

it has to be pled in -- with great detail.5

Your Honor, simply, not the case.  This has been in6

the case from the outset.  It was -- the factual basis was7

brought forth by Mr. Anderson three times in his declaration. 8

He was questioned about it.  There was testimony about it. 9

There’s been no waiver.10

So, what is private communication?  Your Honor, there11

are many things that are private communications, but the one12

that we’re relying on is that we have exclusive or priority use13

of the channels, regardless -- and then it goes on to say,14

regardless of whether such channels are connected with a15

service, through switching with the local telephone service. 16

And so long as there is a separate telephone charge.17

If -- on Slide 38, we do have exclusive use of the18

channels.  All the data that comes into the NAS, there’s no19

other person that’s going to receive that data.  Those ports20

are for our exclusive use, and we are charged -- we only21

receive one service, and we are charged separately on a per22

port basis for that service.23

The main case that they cite, in opposition to that,24

Your Honor, is the Western Electric case, which I believe is25
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distinguishable.  In Western Electric, the -- this is another1

provision of private communication services, which relates to2

intercoms.  And, in essence, Your Honor, there were two3

services purchased.  There were the normal telephone calling4

services, and the intercom and, in that case, the Court held5

that the intercom service was private communications, but the6

normal, outgoing telephone service was not.7

In summary, Your Honor, the COBRA service, we don’t8

believe, in any, way, shape or form, falls under the statute9

because we didn’t have the various elements.  We didn’t receive10

voice quality communications.  We couldn’t communicate.  MCI,11

as the taxpayer could, simply, not do anything.  We can -- we12

do not owe any tax based on the rights of third parties,13

because the tax applies to the service that we’re paying for. 14

The fact that we could have purchased other services is15

irrelevant to this consideration.  In each one of the16

circumstances, where the Court or the service has imposed17

liability, you’ve had an actual telephone line, you’ve had the18

ability to plug in a phone, which is something that you,19

simply, do not have here.  You cannot do that at the egress20

port of the NAS.21

Your Honor, for all of those reasons, we would22

request that the Court grant the reorganized debtor’s23

objection.24

          THE COURT:  All right.  I’m going to take a few25
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minute recess, and then I’ll hear from the U.S. Attorney’s1

Office on behalf of the IRS.2

MS. GUERON:  Thank you, Your Honor. 3

(Tape Off)4

          THE COURT:  All right.  Please be seated.5

          MR. PEREZ:  Your Honor, Ms. Gueron reminded me, after6

the Court left, that we also have a motion for determination of7

refund rights and consolidation that we carried, I think, until8

today, and it’s my understanding that the government does not9

oppose the motion.  For procedural purposes, obviously, they10

oppose the motion on -- they oppose the relief requested in the11

motion on the merits.  So, we’ll confer with Ms. Gueron, have a12

form of order -- an agreed form of order submitted in the next13

few days.  Okay?14

          MS. GUERON:  That’s fine.15

          MR. PEREZ:  Is that all right with Your Honor?16

          THE COURT:  That’s fine.17

          MS. GUERON:  Good morning, Your Honor.  May it please18

the Court, Nicole Gueron, Assistant United States Attorney, for19

the Southern District of New York, for the United States of20

America and the Internal Revenue Service. 21

As a roadmap, Your Honor, first I’ll make brief22

reference to the burdens of proof in this matter, and I’ll23

describe the fundamentals of the government’s argument as to24

why COBRA is taxable, and then rebut MCI’s arguments against25
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taxing COBRA.1

First, in MCI’s papers there appear to be some2

reference to the idea that the taxpayer did not carry the3

burden of proof here, rather, it was on the government.  It’s4

well settled that a party objecting to a proof of claim has the5

burden of coming forward with sufficient evidence to rebut that6

claim.  That’s from In Re King, a 2004 bankruptcy case, and7

that’s stating a well-established principle.8

United States v. Macones, from the Second Circuit, in9

‘94, states that a taxpayer who wishes to challenge the10

validity of a tax assessment bears the burden both of11

production and persuasion.  And bankruptcy does nothing to12

alter that fact.  The Supreme Court held that, in 2000, in the13

Rally matter.14

And, certainly, in the refund suit, which we’re not15

addressing here today, a taxpayer always has the burden of16

proof as to a refund claim.17

So, the burden of proof is on MCI, and it fails to18

carry that burden, Your Honor.  COBRA is subject to excise tax19

as a local telephone service under 26 USC 4252(a).  The20

government argument is simple, and it is supported by the only21

authority on point, which is the Comdata case, and the revenue22

rulings.  And the revenue rulings must be accorded great23

deference by this Court.   The Second Circuit hasn’t quite24

decided whether it’s going to apply Chevron deference or merely25
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great deference to revenue rulings but, nonetheless, the1

revenue rulings are accorded, at a minimum, in this circuit,2

great deference.3

COBRA has a system that uses telephone lines and4

telephonic quality communication between modems to permit a5

dial-up user, who wishes to access the internet to do so via6

local telephone service.  Two way telephonic quality7

communications are the essence of the COBRA system, without8

which it could not link a dial-up user to COBRA, and then on to9

the internet.  Local telephone service is access to a local10

telephone system, and the privilege of telephonic quality11

communication with substantially all persons having telephone12

or radio telephone stations.13

The government submits that this system meets all of14

those elements.  First access.  MCI doesn’t appear to dispute15

the access point.  The Translux case states that access means16

the interface or connection between the service provided and17

the transmission lines.  The parties agree that COBRA includes18

access to the public switch telephone network via PRI lines19

and, Your Honor, Exhibit 2, from the trial, is something I’m20

using a lot this morning, so I enlarged it.21

          THE COURT:  Well, unless you want to point to it,22

don’t concern yourself with it, because I think, if my23

recollection is correct, Exhibit 2 is on which -- is on one of24

the pages I was directed to earlier.25
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          MR. PEREZ:  Eleven, Your Honor.  Page 11.1

          THE COURT:  Eleven, okay.2

          MS. GUERON:  That’s right, Your Honor.  So, it’s also3

Slide 11.  And, as reflected in Exhibit 2, and Slide 11, the4

COBRA connects right into the PSTN, which is the pink box of5

Exhibit 2, with the PRI line, a voice capable, traditional, 246

channel line.  So, the system includes excess.  What about the7

privilege of telephonic quality communication?  Privilege means8

the right and capacity, not necessarily the actual use, the9

Comdata case states that unequivocally.  When the taxpayer, in10

Comdata, tried to argue that the court should be looking at11

actual use, rather than capacity, technological capacity, the12

court rejected it, out of hand, and said we cannot accept that13

argument.14

The COBRA services purchased by MCI include15

telephonic quality communications from the dial-up users modem,16

to the COBRA services modem, over the PRI lines.  This is so17

because modems require telephonic quality communications to18

work.  As Dr. Hills stated in his declaration, at Paragraph 8, 19

“all access to modems or DSPs requires two-way voice grade20

telephonic quality communication.” 21

The COBRA services provided by UUNET -- excuse me,22

the COBRA services purchased by UUNET provide access between23

dial-up user’s modems and the modems or DSPs within the COBRA24

system and, thus, require two-way voice capable telephonic25
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quality communications.  That was Dr. Hills’ unequivocal1

statement, and Anderson -- Mr. Anderson, the MCI expert was2

asked about that at deposition, and his answer, whether he3

agreed with it, was a very simple, yes.4

Now, at trial, Mr. Anderson disavowed that.  He tried5

to back away from it.  He said he didn’t mean what he said at6

deposition.  That’s a troubling effort to move away from a very7

clear admission at deposition from a witness who isn’t8

independent but is, in fact, an MCI employee, although9

certainly well versed in the technical aspects of this.  To10

walk away so plainly from a very significant admission at11

deposition, is something the Court, we submit, should not give12

credence to.13

And, furthermore, Mr. Anderson’s distancing of that14

admission was, simply, to say, well, I didn’t say that15

telephonic quality communication was required for modems, only16

a telephonic quality path.  But as Dr. Hills testified, a voice17

grade communication path provides a voice grade communication18

or provides the ability to support a voice grade communication. 19

That’s in the trial transcript at 184.  And since capacity is20

the legal test, Anderson’s distinction or effort to move away21

from telephonic quality communications really doesn’t matter,22

because the point is, even if it is a telephonic quality path,23

which the government would not concede, it is capable of24

telephonic quality communication, and Comdata tells us that25
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that’s the test we should be applying here in analyzing the1

taxability of COBRA.  So, we’ve shown access and privilege.2

Third, the requirement is that the access -- the3

privilege to communicate be with substantially all persons4

having a telephone station within the system.  Well, we have5

that here, as Mr. Anderson and Dr. Hills testified, anyone with6

a modem can access and connect to the COBRA system.  Anyone can7

call in and connect to the NAS, in the white box of Exhibit 2,8

that is the COBRA system.  So, COBRA satisfies 4252(a), local9

telephone system.10

And, Your Honor, if you look at Exhibit 2, the reason11

that the tax should apply here becomes obvious.  The dial-up12

user, like any phone user, pays a telephone bill.  Pays taxes13

on the line, which is the local -- which is the connection14

between the dial-up user in the pink box there, the PSTN.  Like15

any telephone user, you get your telephone line, you pay your16

taxes on it, and you can use that telephone line to call people17

traditionally, to make modem calls, to use a facsimile machine,18

and the tax is paid.19

Now, in any traditional telephone call, Your Honor,20

both people -- both sides of the telephone call pay tax, the21

caller and the receiver, because both of them, by connecting22

the call, are getting access to the telephone system, and the23

privilege of speaking to everyone.  Who’s paying the tax on the24

other side in the COBRA system?  The dial-up user calls into25
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the PSTN.  That call is connected.  It’s a modem call.  That1

call is connected over a PRI, a traditional voice capable line2

into the COBRA system.  Who owes the tax on the other side? 3

Well, who owes it?  4251 tells us who owes it, the person who4

bought it.  Who bought it?  MCI.  The person receiving the5

call, or the entity receiving the call on the other end6

connecting through the PSTN, back to the dial-up user, owes the7

tax.  That’s MCI, the undisputed buyer of the service.  It’s a8

modem to modem call through the public telephone system9

network.  And the IRS has held such tax -- systems taxable for10

decades.  This isn’t a new effort by the IRS to rewrite a11

forty-year old statute.  MCI keeps harping on the fact that12

this is a forty-year old statute.  But, since 1979, decades ago13

now, the IRS has held that a modem to modem call is taxable. 14

This isn’t a new fangled technology, Your Honor.  The internet15

piece of it may be new, but the modem to modem aspect of the16

call has been ruled, for decades, taxable.17

And that is also true in the Comdata case, from 1990,18

in which it was not a traditional telephone to telephone call,19

but rather computer to computer.20

Now, one point that MCI seems to be making is that21

MCI couldn’t have a traditional call, but yet, in the trial22

testimony it was very clear that the PRI leading into COBRA23

could be plugged into a PBX, that’s a traditional, multi-24

personed telephone system that you would have, for example, in25
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an office, where one call in then distributes out to many voice1

lines.  That PRI could plug into a PBX.  It could be a voice to2

voice system.3

Now, MCI responds to that, well, yeah, but if we did4

that it wouldn’t be the COBRA system anymore.  What’s the legal5

significance of that?  In Comdata or in Revenue Ruling 79-245,6

it may well be that if they decided not to use the computer7

technology, but rather to plug a regular telephone in, it8

wouldn’t be the system anymore.  Comdata didn’t want a phone to9

phone system.  It had that as one option, as described in the10

Comdata case.  It wanted a computer to computer system, and if11

it had used a telephone, it would have changed the service it12

was using.  That has no legal consequence here, Your Honor. 13

Sure, it would have been changed, but the capacity for14

telephonic quality communication is the root of the tax here.15

Now, the government will now turn to refuting MCI’s16

numerous arguments, and the first one is really the question of17

-- as Mr. Perez put it, where does the Court focus its18

attention here?  MCI is trying to misdirect the Court’s focus19

outside of the COBRA and that way to claim that this is a20

service devoted to delivering high-speed data.  We just heard21

Mr. Perez say, repeatedly, we’re getting a high-speed22

datastream here.  That’s what this system is about.  And if you23

look at Slide 12, Your Honor, of MCI’s presentation, you can24

see this.  Look at the right-hand arrow.  Look where MCI is25
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directing your attention, Your Honor.  Outside of COBRA, to the1

frame relay line that connects to the MCI backbone network, and2

with that focus outside of the COBRA system, MCI argues, this3

isn’t a taxable system.  We’re only purchasing a high-speed4

datastream, MCI argues.  Not telephonic quality communication. 5

And MCI argues, it’s impossible to plug a telephone line into6

the COBRA output port, because it’s only for high-speed data. 7

From this perspective, Your Honor, MCI would have the Court8

determine that it is, merely, incidental to the COBRA system9

that it provides telephonic quality communication to the dial-10

up users who enter the COBRA system on the left-hand side of11

the box that constitutes COBRA, in Exhibit 2.  This is the12

wrong way to look at it.  MCI’s focus is, utterly, misplaced,13

because the Court must consider, we submit, what goes on inside14

of COBRA, not merely what comes out of COBRA at the end.  When15

the Court analyzes what COBRA is, and what service it provides,16

it is, plainly, a system that is devoted to modem to modem17

telephonic quality communication between the dial-up user and18

the modems within the COBRA NAS.  Maybe you can’t plug a19

telephone into that output line, the high-speed data line on20

the right-hand side, where the arrow points on Slide 12, but21

you can plug a PBX into the PRI inside the COBRA system.  And22

it’s crucial to remember that MCI buys all of COBRA as a single23

package.  That means, not just the internet protocol output24

from COBRA, but all of the functions, all of the services,25
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internal and essential to COBRA.  And then allow COBRA to1

fulfill it’s function.  That means, the voice capable PRI line2

that connect the PSTN and the LEC voice switch to the COBRA3

modems.  That means that what is bought is not merely the4

aggregated high-speed data coming out the egress port, but all5

of the internal workings of COBRA.  The telephonic quality6

communication between the dial-up user’s modem, and the COBRA7

modem, and it’s undisputed that all of COBRA is a telephonic8

quality path, capable of telephonic quality communication until9

we get to the output of this system, which is high-speed data. 10

The modem to modem calls, within COBRA, are not high-11

speed data.  They are modems using traditional telephone lines12

for traditional telephonic quality communications.  And it is13

not incidental, of course, that MCI is buying a COBRA service,14

which provides telephonic quality communication.15

MCI appears to be arguing here that, all we really16

want is the high-speed data coming out the back, and however we17

get that is incidental.18

The opposite is true.  Remember what MCI’s expert19

testified.  In the 1990's, before broadband, and cable services20

providing internet access were available, COBRA was the way to21

access the internet, using local telephone lines, because the22

best way to get the public to access the internet was using an23

existing telephone line.  That’s a quote from Mr. Anderson,24

from the trial, at Page 86.  In their initial objection, MCI25
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argued or explained, rather, that it purchases the COBRA1

services, quote, in order to build its communication networks. 2

Why is this so essential to MCI’s function?  MCI doesn’t just3

want, Your Honor, the output -- the high-speed data that comes4

out the back of COBRA.  What MCI needs, so that it can turn to5

its internet service provider customers and provide a useful6

service, is not just the second step of the aggregated data7

from the dial-up user.  MCI needs the first step, which is a8

way to get the dial-up users onto the COBRA platform, and then9

into a format of high-speed data.  MCI -- it is absolutely10

essential to what MCI is buying that it starts with telephonic11

quality communication on a regular old telephone line, coming12

out of someone’s house.  That’s not incidental at all.  It is13

the essence of COBRA, because MCI would have no service to14

provide if it did not have a way to get dial-up users on15

traditional telephone lines, making traditional modem calls,16

into the COBRA modems and then, thereafter, to get that data in17

a form that can go onto the internet.18

Now, MCI next argues that Section 4251 provides that19

the excise tax would only be owed if MCI not only purchases20

local telephone service, but also receives it and uses it.  In21

other words, that the fact that MCI is only getting high-speed22

data, rather than using COBRA for modem to modem calls, itself,23

means that it doesn’t owe the tax.  This appears to be a new24

argument.  A new slant on the statute, but it is flatly wrong. 25
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And the language of the statute makes that absolutely clear.1

4251(a)(2) provides, the tax imposed by this section2

shall be paid by the person paying for such services.  It3

doesn’t say the tax is owed by the one using the telephone4

service.  It doesn’t say the tax is owed by someone receiving5

telephone service.  It says the tax is owed by the one paying6

for it.  MCI pays for COBRA.  So, MCI owes the tax.  MCI argues7

that it doesn’t owe the tax, because it doesn’t have the8

privilege of telephonic quality communication, only the dial-up9

user has that privilege with the COBRA modems.  There’s no case10

support for that, and it’s clearly a faulty statutory reading.11

Leaving aside the merits of whether MCI has the12

privilege of telephonic quality communication, which the13

government would argue it does, and has argued it does, still14

4251 does not require that MCI have the privilege to be liable15

for the tax.  It doesn’t require that MCI be the recipient of16

the taxable phone service.  It only requires that MCI be the17

one buying the service, and MCI clearly does buy that service. 18

That’s undisputed in the contracts in evidence in Exhibits 27,19

and 28, and 29 show that.20

MCI asserted, in its proposed findings of fact, at21

Paragraph 24, Your Honor, that Dr. Hills testified that the22

dial-up user pays for telephone lines that transmit telephonic23

quality communication, and we just want to make sure that this24

is entirely clear, that assertion, at Paragraph 24, is25
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incorrect.  The testimony that MCI is referring to there is1

regarding the telephonic quality communication outside of2

COBRA, between the dial-up user, and the PSTN, public switch3

telephone network, but there’s no dispute that the dial-up user4

does not pay for the PRI line inside of COBRA or the DSP modem5

cards inside the COBRA NAS.  That is paid for -- that is6

purchased by MCI, and MCI owes the tax on it.7

To use a simple example of why this must be so,8

imagine the following scenario.  I decide to help out a9

neighbor, who is in financial trouble by paying for his phone10

service.  But my neighbor doesn’t give me the key to his house,11

and I don’t give anyone the phone number of the neighbor, and I12

can’t use the neighbor’s answering machine, because I can’t get13

into the neighbor’s house.  I still owe the excise tax on the14

phone service, even though I have no way to use it, and I have15

no access to telephonic quality communication with anyone on16

that phone service, because I can’t get into the house.  The17

neighbor has the access to the telephonic quality -- to the18

telephone system, and has the privilege of telephonic quality19

communication with anyone.  But since I paid for the service,20

since I bought it, I owe the tax, regardless of whether I can21

use it at all.22

Under MCI’s analysis, if you pay the bill, but you23

can’t use the service, you don’t owe the tax.  But that’s not24

what the statute says.  The statute doesn’t say you pay if you25
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use it.  It says, you pay if you buy it.  And MCI did.  There’s1

no case law or revenue ruling to support MCI’s analysis and,2

frankly, if MCI were right, no one would pay their own phone3

bill.  Everyone would pay each other’s phone bill, and then4

argue that they have no access to the local telephone service,5

because it’s their neighbor’s service that they’re paying for. 6

This example is analogous to COBRA, although,7

obviously, vastly simpler.  MCI buys COBRA so the dial-up users8

can access COBRA, via telephonic quality communication, because9

that is the first step on the path to internet access.  And10

again, MCI would have no service to offer the internet service11

providers, unless the dial-up user can use a telephonic quality12

communication over a traditional line to connect to COBRA.  So,13

COBRA -- so, MCI pays for that COBRA service so that the dial-14

up user could take that first step into the path to the15

internet.16

Turning to the argument that MCI puts forward, that17

the system isn’t taxable because there is no telephone.  MCI18

argues, in its brief, and argued here today that Section 425219

requires the presence of a traditional telephone.  That the tax20

cannot apply unless subscribers can converse or talk to each21

other.  The cases in revenue rulings don’t support this, Your22

Honor.  Section 4252 refers to a telephone station, not a23

telephone.  They assert that this means a telephone.  They cite24

the 1970 Agron case, but that case involves no analysis of what25
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a telephone station is.  And, more importantly, it predates the1

1979 revenue ruling, that’s 79-245, and the 1990 Comdata2

decision, both of which found taxable systems without a3

traditional telephone.  In an earlier brief they cited to a4

page of Newton’s telecom dictionary for this proposition. 5

There was no definition of telephone station at the page they6

cited.  To the contrary.  And this is a cite, Your Honor, that7

is not in our briefs.  So, I would call the Court’s attention,8

and we regret that it isn’t in our papers, Dupont v. AT&T, 4379

F.Sup. 1104, Southern District of New York, 1977.  Judge10

Weinfeld held, “at the subscriber’s end, a line terminates in a11

station.  A broad term to describe the telephone instrument or12

other equipment used by the subscriber.”  That definition makes13

sense here, Your Honor.  A telephone station is a telephone or14

other equipment used, and that’s exactly what we have in this15

case.  A modem.  That is the other equipment used.  Telephone16

station can include a modem, and we know that because the IRS17

has long held that.18

Revenue Ruling 79-245, to which the Court must afford19

great deference found a modem to modem communication system20

taxable.  And this is what the IRS said, now over 25 years ago.21

Instead of having standard telephones connected to22

the telephone lines, the business establishment has its23

computer unit in terminals connected to the telephone lines. 24

The modems convert the computer signals into signals that can25
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be transmitted over telephone lines.  When these telephone1

signals -- excuse me -- while these telephone signals are the2

same type used to transmit voice, the modems are designed only3

for non-voice transmission, and produce a signal, which is4

usable only for transmission to other computer stations.  It’s5

a modem to modem non-voice all over telephonic quality lines.6

And what’s the conclusion?  The system is taxable,7

regardless of the absence of an actual telephone, because the8

company, quote, has access to the local telephone exchange9

system through the lines used with the computer system.10

The IRS further went on to say, where a telephone11

service provides the subscriber with the privilege of12

telephonic quality communication, it is immaterial whether the13

subscriber exercises the privilege.  A telephone was not part14

of that system, and the IRS found it to be immaterial, because15

the point is that the modem to modem communication over the16

telephonic quality paths and lines is sufficient to trigger the17

excise tax.  And the Comdata case involved a similar scenario,18

Your Honor, where modem to modem or computer to computer19

communications to transmit money wire requests were used and20

held taxable.  There was no telephone in that system.  Maybe21

there could have been.  There may be there could have been, as22

MCI points out, but that would have changed the service Comdata23

used just as it would have changed COBRA to attach a PBX to the24

PRI.  The IRS’s point is, you have the capacity and we don’t25
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mind that you’re using it otherwise, for a non-voice1

communication.  It’s still taxable.2

The citation that MIS -- excuse me -- that MCI makes3

to the Fortis case, the recent Fortis case, and the toll4

telephone cases is entirely inapposite, because the IRS has5

spoken, for decades now, to the fact that modem to modem calls6

are taxable.  This is not a new construction, and Judge7

Koeltl’s analysis that the IRS is trying to rewrite the statute8

in the Fortis toll telephone type cases is totally inapposite9

here.  The IRS has been on record, for decades, saying that a10

modem to modem call is taxable.11

And, finally, Your Honor, 4252(a)(2), which expressly12

includes in the definition of a telephone service, a facility13

or service provided in connection with the telephone service,14

that language does not imply a traditional telephone.15

MCI argues that 4252(a)(2) is, basically, just a tag16

on to 4252(a)(1) that you have to find a telephone service as a17

condition precedent before 4252(a)(2) has any meaning.  That’s18

an odd statutory construction because it, basically, renders19

4252(a)(2) extraneous.  Without case support, the Court should20

not be adopting an analysis of a statute that renders a second21

part extraneous.22

Another point argued by MCI that the government23

disagrees with and rebuts here, is that the COBRA system can’t24

originate calls, and that, therefore, it’s not taxable.  But25
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the ability to originate calls is totally irrelevant to the1

excise tax analysis.  And, again, the IRS has made this clear2

for decades.3

In Revenue Ruling 77-196, the IRS stated that Section4

4252(a)(1) makes no distinction between systems that provide5

access to a local telephone network only by receiving calls,6

and systems that both receive and originate calls.  In fact,7

they held -- the fact that the basic switching equipment can8

only receive incoming calls is not material to the tax9

determination.  And the IRS held that in the 1977 revenue10

ruling, in the 1975 revenue ruling, that’s 75-102, and in 198911

as well.  That’s a revenue ruling cited in the government’s12

brief.13

For example, in the 1975 ruling, the excise tax14

applied to a system whereby callers could call in to a15

recording service and hear what time it was, or what the16

weather forecast was.  Now, that was an incoming only system,17

but because anybody could call into the system, the IRS deemed18

the purchaser of the service to have access to the local19

telephone system, and the privilege of telephonic quality20

communication with everyone in that system, even though it was21

only a one-way service.22

The revenue ruling relied on by MCI, 74-617, that Mr.23

Perez discussed earlier, is inapposite here, Your Honor.  The24

beeper service that Mr. Perez was discussing.  And the reason25
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it’s inapposite is this, 74-617 described a beeper service1

where the subscriber -- the person who holds the beeper --2

could get messages or signals only from the company providing3

the service.  In other words, if you want to reach someone4

holding the beeper, you’re the caller, you call the company,5

the company sends the signal to the beeper.  The only6

transmission is between the person holding the beeper at his7

side, and the company sending that signal.  So, the only8

communication is between two entities.  Note your average9

person can’t call into the beeper, at least, not in the 74-61710

revenue ruling system.11

And, as a result, that system is totally unlike the12

system in COBRA, and as a result, it was held not taxable13

because not everyone in the telephone system has access to that14

communication system.  COBRA, by contrast, is entirely15

different.  Anyone with a modem, sitting at home, can call into16

the modem of the COBRA system.  And so it’s very17

distinguishable from Revenue Ruling 74-617.  It’s much more18

like -- COBRA is -- COBRA is much more like the system where19

anyone from home can call in to find out what the weather20

forecast is, or what the time of day is.21

Further, there’s the technological point, Your Honor,22

that COBRA could be reconfigured to originate calls.  The DSP23

cards -- that’s another word for a modem, inside the COBRA NAS,24

that are currently used, don’t permit call origination.  But25
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Mr. Anderson conceded, at deposition, and on cross examination,1

that the only barrier to changing that was a contractual2

barrier, not a technological barrier.  And there’s nothing in3

Comdata that implies that the privilege and capacity is limited4

or goes away.  The capacity for a telephonic quality call5

disappears if there’s a contract saying you’re not going to use6

it that way.  To the contrary, the point of Comdata is if you7

have the technological capacity, you are liable for the tax,8

even if you’re not using it that way.  And that’s what the9

COBRA system has here.  Mr. Anderson --10

          THE COURT:  Well, how do you address the word11

privilege?12

          MS. GUERON:  How do we -- I -- excuse me?13

          THE COURT:  In that context.  I mean, you say, well,14

I have the privilege to do something, I interpret that as I15

have the right to do it?16

          MS. GUERON:  Yes.17

          THE COURT:  Now, did they then -- MCI have the right18

to do what you suggest that they could have technologically19

altered?20

          MS. GUERON:  By contract, as the contract currently21

read, no.22

          THE COURT:  All right.  So, how do you -- how does23

someone have a privilege and, at the same time, are they not24

able to, under -- I mean, what do they buy?  If I have the25
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privilege to sell merchandise, I mean, in effect like a1

license, then I have a right to do something.  But, if someone2

from a company sells me something and says, you can’t resell3

it, how do you then interpret that that I have still have a4

privilege?5

          MS. GUERON:  This is a question as to the privilege6

to originate calls?7

          THE COURT:  Yes.8

          MS. GUERON:  The point would be, Your Honor, that you9

have a system that’s technologically capable of it, and you10

currently have a contractual agreement thing not to originate11

calls, but the lines at issue -- the taxability of the lines is12

triggered by whether they can be used for communications.13

          THE COURT:  So, you just, without looking into it in-14

depth, you’ve just written out the word privilege?15

          MS. GUERON:  No, Your Honor.  Privilege --16

          THE COURT:  Well, where is -- I interrupt only to get17

you to focus on the issue that I’m trying to understand.  What18

is the meaning of privilege?  What privilege did MCI have?19

          MS. GUERON:  Well, in general, in the COBRA system,20

it had the capacity of telephonic quality communication for21

modem to modem.  In general, the privilege it had was the right 22

for the modem of the dial-up user at home to connect to the23

modem of the COBRA NAS.24

          THE COURT:  Now, is that enough?25
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          MS. GUERON:  With access and with everyone in the1

system being able to call in, yes.  That is enough, Your Honor,2

because it is a telephonic quality communication from modem to3

modem.4

          THE COURT:  And that’s the PRI modem?5

          MS. GUERON:  Correct, Your Honor.  It’s a voice6

capable line, and anyone can call into the COBRA modems, and7

that PRI line gives MCI the privilege -- or gives MCI the COBRA8

system that MCI bought -- it creates a system with the9

privilege of that communication.  And the fact --10

          THE COURT:  So, it’s a privilege to use -- to receive11

that signal?12

          MS. GUERON:  And to transmit back.  Remember it is a13

two-way system, Your Honor, between the COBRA modem and the14

dial-up user.15

          THE COURT:  But who has the privilege to transmit16

back?17

          MS. GUERON:  MCI bought COBRA because it was a two-18

way system.  So, that it could -- the dial-up user could19

transmit the modem signal saying, I’m trying to log onto the20

internet, and that when the internet data came back, for21

example, the screen page from Google, that it went back through22

the COBRA system, back onto the telephone lines, back to the23

dial-up user.  The COBRA system would be of no value if it was24

not two-way communication.25
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          THE COURT:  All right. So, this whole discussion1

about technological capability, what is the significance of it2

at all?3

          MS. GUERON:  Your Honor, we find it irrelevant.  It’s4

truly about the suspender’s argument for the government.  The5

first --6

          THE COURT:  Yes, but it’s only one suspender.7

          MS. GUERON:  Sorry?8

          THE COURT:  It only really reflects one suspender,9

because you can’t argue -- at least, I can’t hear you -- I10

don’t hear you arguing that it has both -- or it has the11

capacity -- it has the capacity, but it doesn’t have the12

privilege.  So, how can that support your conclusion that it’s13

another way to establish that the excise tax is due, if it only14

has half --15

          MS. GUERON:  Keeping in mind, Your Honor, that the16

government’s first point is that call original is irrelevant. 17

The government’s second point is that the call origination18

function could be reconfigured, but --19

          THE COURT:  Well, they don’t have the privilege to do20

it.21

          MS. GUERON:  They don’t have the contractual22

privilege.  The question is --23

          THE COURT:  What other kind of privilege is there?24

          MS. GUERON:  Technological, Your Honor.  Capacity.25
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          THE COURT:  That’s a privilege?1

          MS. GUERON:  Capacity.   In Comdata, the Court --2

          THE COURT:  Capacity -- no, really.  We’re talking in3

circles, and this transcript is going to be very difficult to4

understand.  Privilege and capacity are two separate concepts,5

unless you establish they’re not.  Did MCI have the privilege6

to originate calls?  Yes or no, from the government’s7

standpoint?8

          MS. GUERON:  Not under the contract as currently9

written.10

          THE COURT:  Did they have the privilege?  I mean,11

that’s like saying somebody has a first amendment right, but12

they don’t have it under the constitution as written.  They13

have it or they don’t have it.14

          MS. GUERON:  Your Honor, privilege is not defined by15

the statute, and if privilege means technological capacity,16

then we would argue they do.  But, Your Honor, obviously --17

          THE COURT:  Well, then privilege should not have been18

in the statute.  You just wrote the word out of the statute,19

because all it would say if you had the technological capacity,20

and it wouldn’t have the word privilege there, if privilege21

meant technological capacity.22

(Pause)23

          THE COURT:  All right.  Go ahead.24

          MS. GUERON:  So, on the point of origination, Your25
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Honor, the government’s main point is that the IRS has held,1

for a long time, for decades, that the ability of a system to2

originate calls or not is irrelevant to the excise tax3

analysis, because a one-way system, such as the time of day, or4

the weather systems is subject to the excise tax, under Revenue5

Ruling 77-196 and 75-102.6

MCI argued previously, although not so much this7

morning, that COBRA is not a local telephone service.  The8

government will just touch on that briefly.  That argument9

appeared to be rooted in the idea that the internet protocol10

packet can travel anywhere on the internet.  That may well be,11

Your Honor.  Once there are packets on the internet, yes, they12

can travel globally, but the COBRA service is currently as used13

by the dial-up user through to the modem system, travels on14

local lines, local calls through the PSTN, through the local15

exchange carrier, through the local PRI loops to the modem, and16

as such it is a local telephone service.17

Your Honor, we’d like -- I’d like to turn now to the18

question of whether or not COBRA is a private communication19

service.  First of all, this was not briefed by MCI.  It was20

not raised in its objection, and it was not briefed by MCI in21

response to the government’s argument.  There was a brief22

reference to it in Mr. Anderson’s declaration, and then we23

heard it, for the first time, as a legal proposition at trial,24

and, for that reason, the government would argue that it’s25
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waived.1

But that said, more importantly, MCI is wrong.  The2

COBRA service is not a private communication system.  The only3

testimony about anything private, or that might be private that4

we heard at trial was a reference to the line connecting MCI to5

COBRA, and that’s outside of the COBRA system.  It’s undisputed6

that the demarcation point between COBRA and MCI is the output7

port from the COBRA system.  And the taxable status of a8

connection between MCI’s backbone network, this blue cloud in9

Exhibit 2, and the COBRA system, that blue line on Exhibit 2,10

the taxable status of that connection is not at issue in this11

case.  That’s not part of this case.  What’s in this case is12

what’s in the white box, labeled COBRA, in Exhibit 2, and in13

particular, those PRI lines going into the COBRA, and the14

modems, the DSP modems within the COBRA NAS.15

For background, Your Honor, private communication16

services, as defined by 4252(d), provide that inter-premise17

telephone services, or intercom systems, as they’re18

traditionally called, are not subject to tax.  This is the19

Trans-Lux case and the Western Electric case, and they explain20

that that exception was written because the telephone carriers21

were getting injured competitively by services that were just22

providing private service -- private telecommunication service23

to companies internal to that system, and those systems were24

tax free because they weren’t connected to the PSTN.25
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The COBRA is not a set of private communication1

channels.  It’s not an intercom or an inter-premise system. 2

Mr. Anderson testified at trial, on Page 91, that the dial-up3

platform -- that the COBRA platform has dial-up users coming4

into it.  And Dr. Hills testified, at trial, at Page 169, that5

anyone could connect to the NAS equipment.  And if you look at6

Slide 38, Your Honor, of MCI’s presentation, what you see is a7

system where, on the left-hand side, any dial-up user can call8

in, and any dial-up user can get information back out, once the9

call has gone through to the internet and come back.  The only10

place where MCI is getting exclusive communication is on the11

right-hand side, the circuits to the MCI backbone network. 12

That is not part of this case.13

The point of the COBRA system is that anyone with a14

modem can dial in and access the internet.  Anyone with a modem15

can get into this system, and can get data back.  That has16

nothing in common with a private communication channel.  And17

Revenue Ruling 78-437 makes clear that the private18

communication channel exception is for inter-premise, intercom19

services, which is, of course, the language of the statute.20

COBRA is, of course, a unitary service.  It includes21

the PRI, not just the output -- the potentially private line22

from COBRA to the MCI backbone network, and there’s no separate23

charge within the contracts for COBRA that we have reviewed, in24

this case, for that outlying line on the right-hand side of25
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COBRA from the egress port.  To the contrary, the MCI/COBRA1

contracts exclude the egress circuits that connect COBRA to2

MCI.  They are expressly excluded from the contracts here, Your3

Honor.  They’re not part of this case.  And whether or not4

they’re private is not an issue for the Court at all.  And the5

testimony at trial also makes clear that whatever MCI was6

claiming is private is outside of COBRA.  So, for example, at7

92, in the trial transcript, Mr. Anderson is asked:8

“Q   Is the line from the egress port of the NAS to MCI’s POP9

exclusively used by MCI?10

“A   Definitely.  It’s a point to point private line.”11

Once again, that’s outside of COBRA, Your Honor. 12

That’s to the right of the box labeled COBRA.13

Similarly, Mr. Anderson was asked, in the trial, at14

Pages 72 to 73, what connects MCI to the COBRA service?  And he15

answers that it’s a private line.  That’s outside of this case. 16

It doesn’t matter, Your Honor, what connects MCI to COBRA. 17

What matters is that within COBRA anyone can call in and18

connect, and it’s not a private service at all.  And anyone can19

get data coming back out of COBRA because it’s a two-way20

service back to the dial-up user.  The demarcation point21

between the COBRA service and MCI is the output of the COBRA22

NAS, and whether or not the line connecting the COBRA NAS to23

MCI’s private is entirely irrelevant.24

Finally, COBRA’s voice over internet protocol25
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capability, VOIP capability is a separate stand alone basis for1

the excise taxes to apply.  The COBRA system is capable of2

voice over internet protocol.  Packet -- voice packets, if3

converted at the dial-up user’s home, can travel over the COBRA4

system.  The COBRA services can’t distinguish between those5

packets, and MCI can’t know whether such packets did, in fact,6

travel over COBRA and Mr. Anderson conceded that.7

And by acknowledging, as MCI did this morning, that8

it would be a breach of contract to use VOIP, MCI acknowledges9

that, in fact, the system could carry VOIP, but that they10

contractually agreed not to.11

In sum, Your Honor, COBRA is a local telephone12

service that connects with any dial-up user -- that connects13

any dial-up user with the modem over the public switch14

telephone network, using a telephonic quality communication. 15

This is the reason MCI buys COBRA, to connect dial-up users to16

COBRA so that they can then connect on through MCI’s network to17

the internet.  MCI would have no use for COBRA if it were not a18

telephonic quality communication using the local telephone19

service connecting the dial-up users this way, because then the20

dial-up users would not be able to access the internet.21

MCI’s arguments contrary are distractions from these22

central points about issues that don’t matter, such as whether23

there’s a telephone, or whether the calls can be originated by24

MCI.  And, further, MCI’s arguments are a distraction because25
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MCI buys the service, and the buyer of the service pays the tax1

regardless of who uses the service, or receives it.  Thus, the2

Court should dismiss MCI’s objection, and require it to pay the3

excise taxes it owes.  Thank you very much, Your Honor.4

          THE COURT:  We’re going to take a couple of minutes,5

and then I’ll hear a brief response from the debtors.6

          MR. PEREZ:  Thank you, Your Honor.7

(Recess)8

          THE COURT:  Please be seated.  Go ahead.9

          MR. PEREZ:  Your Honor, I have a brief comment.  Your10

Honor, before I start my comment, I would like to move to11

strike all references to testimony outside of the record that12

Ms. Gueron referred to, in particular, references to Mr.13

Anderson’s deposition, which are not in the trial record in14

this case.  You know, generally speaking, most of the things in15

the Bankruptcy Court are in the record, but I thought, in this16

case, we were careful that because we were going to have the17

live witnesses, the -- both Mr. Hills’ declaration, as well as18

the deposition transcripts, while they could be, certainly,19

used for impeachment purposes, or read into the record, they20

weren’t in there, and I would move to strike those portions of21

the record.22

          MS. GUERON:  Your Honor, they were read for23

impeachment purposes at trial.24

          THE COURT:  I couldn’t hear you.  They’re -- to the25
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extent they were read for impeachment purposes, that’s the1

limitation upon which they were -- they’re in the record.2

          MS. GUERON:  That’s right, Your Honor, and that’s the3

extent to which I was relying on them.  And, furthermore, Mr.4

Perez relied, extensively, in his opening on statements from5

Mr. Anderson’s declaration, as to the private communication6

service argument.  So, those should likewise be stricken from7

this argument.8

          MR. PEREZ:  Your Honor, that’s absolutely not true. 9

I relied on those arguments as to the issue of whether there10

had been waiver, not as to the facts of the case.  The11

references to his declaration was the fact that those things,12

in months before the trial, months before they filed their13

surreply, those had to been in the record.  They were not put14

in for the purposes of determining whether it was private15

communications or not.16

          THE COURT:  All right.  So, both --17

          MR. PEREZ:  All right.18

          THE COURT:  -- excuse me, both are in for the limited19

purposes as stated, one in the context of impeachment and the20

other in support of the argument that the issues were raised.21

          MR. PEREZ:  Thank you, Your Honor.  Your Honor, I22

have about five or six points that I’d like to address.  The23

first point is, is the question is who is paying the tax at the24

other end?  Your Honor, where is that in the statute?  Where is25
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it in the statute that somebody has to be paying the tax at the1

other end?  I don’t see that written anywhere in there.  And,2

furthermore, Your Honor, the -- their own revenue rulings3

absolutely don’t support that proposition.  And the beeper4

case, Your Honor, I think, is perfectly analogous.  In that5

situation, you had the local -- any local person could call6

somebody’s beeper if they had their beeper number.  In our7

case, the dial-up user, if they have the ISP’s dial-up number8

could call the modem.  So, there was -- anybody could call in9

here, yet, the IRS determined that the service from the local10

loop here was not taxable, and Your Honor, we have the same11

situation in the COBRA service.  In essence, what you have is12

you have the LEC providing this service.  It -- the LEC,13

obviously, does the PSTN, and it also provides COBRA service14

and then, in essence, it’s calling us to the frame relay.15

Your Honor, our situation, COBRA is absolutely16

analogous to the beeper service.  In essence, what the17

government -- the way the government wants to redraft the18

statute is, if at any -- in any case, or at any time, you are19

connected to the PSTN, in any way, shape or form, then it’s20

taxable.  And, Your Honor, that’s not what the statute says. 21

We have to have the privilege.  It has to be telephonic22

communication.  And it has to be with substantially all persons23

having telephone or telephone stations.  And the fact that24

there is the technological possibility of the LEC providing a25
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different service, which could, you know, have a PBX, or1

something like that, it’s irrelevant, because that’s not the2

service we bought.  We didn’t buy that service.  We bought3

COBRA service, and what COBRA service gave us was this high-4

speed data line.  And for the government to argue that we’re5

looking at the wrong side of this, we’re not looking at the6

wrong side of this, we bought a service.  In essence, what the7

government was really trying to do is tax us for the LEC’s8

network elements.  We didn’t by a PRI.  We bought the COBRA9

service.  They’re trying to tax us for the LEC’s network10

elements.11

Your Honor, I believe that the plain reading of 4252,12

you only get to 4252 if you have a service that’s covered under13

one, and not otherwise.  I think the statute is clear.  But14

then the two cases that they primarily rely on, the 79 revenue15

ruling and Comdata, Your Honor, they just don’t say what the16

government says it says.17

Let me just read you the 79 revenue ruling.  The18

business establishment pays fixed monthly charges to the19

telephone company for local telephone service, but instead of20

having standard telephones connected to the telephone lines,21

the business establishment has its computer unit and terminals22

connected to the telephone lines.  They’re buying this local23

loop.  They’re just connecting computers.  That’s not what24

we’re buying.  We’re not buying a local loop.  We’re buying25
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this COBRA services that gives us this high-speed data line.1

And, of course, the 79 revenue ruling is going to2

find that it’s taxable because it says -- goes on to say, the3

business establishment, in this case, has access to the local4

telephone exchange through the lines used with the computer5

system.  No doubt about it.  In addition, by plugging in a6

regular telephone set, if it so chooses, it may exercise the7

privilege of telephonic voice quality communications with8

substantially all persons having -- having telephones in the9

local system.10

Your Honor, totally different situation than ours. 11

Comdata, I think, is exactly the same situation.  There it --12

instead of having local telephone service they bought a WATS13

line.  Watts line is covered under 4252(b), it’s another type14

of communication service that’s taxed.  There’s no question15

that the WATS service, in and of itself, would be taxable, but16

if they limited the way that Comdata tried to limit it, whether17

they say that because of the actual use, it wasn’t taxable, not18

because the WATS service that they bought wasn’t capable --19

wasn’t, otherwise, taxable.  Again, Your Honor, totally20

different.  The service that we bought did not have the21

privilege of telephonic communications.  We got a high-speed22

datastream.23

So, I don’t think there’s any faulty statutory24

reading, and I don’t believe that we have, in any way, misread25
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the cases.  And, Your Honor, the privilege doesn’t just relate1

to originating phone calls.  It also relates to -- I’m sorry --2

to originating phone calls, it also relates to receiving phone3

calls.  We can’t receive phone calls.  We get a high-speed4

datastream.  There’s no way that MCI can receive a phone call5

in this system.  We do not have the privilege of telephonic6

quality communication.7

So, I think the government’s arguments,8

notwithstanding the two cases that they rely on, when read9

carefully, absolutely support the debtors’ position, and, in10

fact, the service that we purchase did not give us the voice11

quality communication.  Thank you, Your Honor.12

          MS. GUERON:  May I just make one point, Your Honor?13

          THE COURT:  If you do then Mr. Perez gets to respond14

to that one point, Your Honor.15

          MS. GUERON:  That’s fine, Your Honor.16

(Pause)17

          MS. GUERON:  Just on the point, Your Honor, that MCI18

just argued that the government is trying to tax us for the19

LEC’s network elements.  MCI argues we didn’t buy a PRI.  We20

only bought the service at the output of the COBRA service. 21

What COBRA does internal to it, incidental, not part of our22

system, not part of what we’re paying for.  Well, the contracts23

hold otherwise.  For example, Exhibit 29, Page 35, Paragraph24

(A)(1) provides, “Vendor shall connect each NAS used in25
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connection with the COBRA Services to the Public Switch1

Telephone Network via ISDN primary rate interface, or other2

mutually agreed comparable telecommunications facilities,3

collectively PRI.”  Now, what that means is -- what MCI said to4

LEC was, we’re buying the COBRA service, and what we want is5

PRI lines connected to the PSTN so that the dial-up users can6

make a telephone quality communication to the COBRA modems. 7

That’s exactly what they bought.  That’s exactly what they’re8

paying for.  That’s exactly what they contracted for.  It’s not9

incidental, it is the only way that COBRA will be of any use to10

MCI.  That high-speed datastream doesn’t come from nowhere,11

Your Honor.  It comes as the aggregation of the telephonic12

quality modem calls from the modems, and that’s exactly what13

MCI bought -- intended to buy, contracted for, and got.14

          MR. PEREZ:  Just very briefly, Your Honor.  I don’t15

think there’s any dispute as to what the COBRA service was, but16

if you look at that page that they refer to, the very top of it17

says, service description.  Yes, what she read was a18

description of what was entailed in the service.  But what we19

got out of the service was this high-speed data line that we20

could give to our internet service router.  They aggregated all21

of these various calls from the dial-up users, and they sent it22

off to us.  But, again, Your Honor, in the beeper case,23

everybody, likewise, called the -- likewise, called the public24

switch telephone system.  That wasn’t -- and that wasn’t25
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taxable.  And, Your Honor, had we purchased -- had we gone out1

and purchased a PRI, that probably would have been taxable, but2

we didn’t purchase a PRI.  We purchased -- we didn’t purchase3

that element.  We purchased a service, Your Honor. 4

          THE COURT:  All right.  Thank you.  I’ll take it5

under advisement.  That concludes this morning’s -- well,6

before I conclude, my analogy before should have been7

completed.  It was -- and to do so, the analogy of one8

suspender should have been coupled with a belt without a buckle9

to complete the analogy.  Thank you.10

          MR. PEREZ:  Thank you, Your Honor.11

          MS. GUERON:  Thank you, Your Honor.12

* * * * * *13
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